
Awareness and Response 
Coordination System

Maxxess InSite™



Maxxess Systems introduces an entirely new software 
platform that combines otherwise disparate physical security, 
communications, business intelligence and data integration 
capabilities onto a single platform.

It’s called Maxxess InSite™

Maxxess InSite is an Awareness and Response Coordination 
System that harnesses the power of myriad system technologies, 
expanding their collective capabilities well beyond traditionally 
integrated solutions. In doing so, Maxxess InSite provides security 
and operations management with total situational awareness, 
allowing them to coordinate the activities of first responders and 
the people they are protecting with the information they need to 
know in the event of an emergency. 

This innovative Awareness and Response 
Coordination System uniquely combines “systems 
intelligence” and “human intelligence” to detect 
and respond to unfolding events in real time – all 
of which is queued, organized and displayed onto a 
highly intuitive user interface. 

In addition to dramatically improving overall safety 
and security, Maxxess InSite increases users’ 
Return on Investment (ROI) with lower Total Cost 

of Ownership (TCO) by eliminating the 
need to rip and replace legacy systems 
and infrastructure. Maxxess Insite unifies 
otherwise disparate system technologies 
on a powerful enterprise platform with the 
added benefit of two-way communications 
using everyday mobile devices. And Maxxess 
InSite is completely customizable and 
scalable to meet users’ continually evolving 
challenges, applications and needs.

Nothing operates, functions or looks like Maxxess InSiteEmpowering total awareness



•   Instant emergency notifications 

•   Extensive yet simple two-way communications  
between all the right people/groups

•   Scalable system size and functionality

•   Remote/mobile operation over hardwired  
networks, cellular networks, Internet data  

networks, or any combination

•   Improved workflows for security and  
operations/administration management

•   Compliance with regulatory mandates

       Maxxess InSite delivers… 

•   Total situational awareness for security and  
business intelligence 

•   Early action, allowing organizations to deal  
with issues when they’re small – before they  
become large and costly

•   Seamless compatibility with leading access  
control, surveillance and related systems

•   An intuitive user interface that makes complex  
system integration easy to operate

•   Faster response times with real-time event  
notification and communications 
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More than 50 different third-party hardware products and 
software solutions from leading manufacturers are already 
integrated with Maxxess InSite, offering more combined 
capabilities and functionality than any other cross-platform 
solution available. Yet, despite the extreme levels of system 
interaction and density of data from numerous systems, 
Maxxess InSite’s ease of operation is testimony to its 
ultimate sophistication.

Maxxess InSite’s open architecture framework offers multiple 
features and comprehensive functionality to accommodate virtually 
any security or business intelligence application – from automated 
responses with database integration to mobile alert notifications 
and two-way communications. It can be configured in infinite ways 
employing any combination of software modules and systems to 
deliver highly customized solutions with unparalleled efficiency. 

Converging system resources across the enterprise
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Maxxess InSite 
A quantum leap in security and business intelligence 

Empowering total awareness is a big statement. Maxxess InSite delivers on 
this promise by employing superior processing that enables new levels of 
cross-platform operation and performance. It’s in a new solution category 
all by itself — Awareness and Response Coordination. In fact, nothing 
operates, functions or looks like Maxxess InSite. And we’re sure that once 
you experience it, you’ll agree that Maxxess InSite represents a quantum leap 
in security and business intelligence technology. 

Experience Maxxess InSite. Contact one of our experts today. 


